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inspiring innovation



that adds value
We are the bearers of change. We owe it to our leaders who constantly lead us 
to refreshing ideas. They drive the way we perform and help us deliver under 
complex situations. We keep the box aside rather than thinking outside the box. 
Instead we scale our imaginations to greater heights which help us achieve noble 
products. 

The result, a catalogue that’s based on international standards with 
uncompromised attitude.

At Technoraill, we call it

‘Innovation in Action’

inspiring angles
observing details

effectuating precision



driving perfection



for the world

At Technoraill, we believe that people inspire innovation. They initiate changes. Abiding by 
this, we provide smart design solutions keeping our audience in mind. All our efforts are 
converged to benefit the people with our dynamic designs and our far-sighted vision.

Our products surpass all quality tests. With superior quality, they are elegantly designed 
to last long. We also ensure that each design is beautifully crafted to perfection. With 
perfection, we aspire to compliment our customers’ stylish desires. All this and more, to add 
a smile on every face we come across.        

We firmly believe that our well being is completely dependent on the well being of 
the nature and therefore, utmost care is taken while formulating any of our products. 

Energy Management
We ensure that our plant abides by the norms set by the system. Therefore we have 
laid special emphasis on designing and constructing it in a way that it conserves 
maximum energy with minimum wastage.

Water Management
We work out measures to minimize the water usage as much as possible. Staying 
alert at all times, each staff member works towards its maximum protection. 

Air and Noise Management
Our factory is well-ventilated and aesthetically designed to reduce pollution. Further, 
smooth systems for collection and disposal of wastes across every level have been 
allotted to make it a favourable work place.

We abide by the safety of nature with a no-compromise attitude and look at means 
to keep it healthy forever.



adhering quality
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for life
This design system enabled excellent coating, when applied on Aluminium surface forms a 
thin layer with excellent roll-off behaviour. Technoraill coating is prepared to have smooth, 
glass-like surfaces which in turn has less contact with dirt and other harmful substances. 

The hydrophobic effect give particles like grease, oil, lime and other forms of environmental 
pollution to adhere less to the substrates, which allows them to be easily cleaned from 
above the coating, i.e. without applying abrasive agents or chemicals.

An easy clean effect can be obtained without the use of harmful chemicals.

• Excellent hydrophobicity
• Excellent  anti-stick properties
• Food safe after curing
• Aesthetics looks remain as it is 
• Abrasion-resistance 
• Resistant to temperature change
• Easy to clean using less chemical so as to save water 
• Chemical-resistant (upto 12 pH)
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Technoraill Transline is a brand offering High Quality Aluminium Railing systems. We 
provide non-welded assemblies using machines parts and other collateral materials 
that are interchangeable within the railing systems.

All these products are made from High Tensile Aluminium with the world’s best gear 
backed with finest team of professionals to produce an excellent product. We ensure 
that our products spells grandeur and reflects your class.

Quality
• Our products are made from High Tensile Aluminium.
• Our products are adhered with Best Coating for longer life.
• The manufacturing process is based on our ‘ECOLOGY’ system.

Versatility
• Our products are versatile in terms of its assembly systems.
• We have a dedicated team of professionals who execute our projects.

Innovation 
• We always bring new trends and new designs in practice.
• Inhouse technical experts strive to develop design and assemblies.

Index
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Now enjoy even the last milimeter space of your dream house. 
TransLine 10 is a side mounted railing which fits perfectly and 
does not eat up any extra space. All the system components are 
well hidden with a special cover so there’s nothing between you 
and your view. 

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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TransLine 20 is a top-mounting system addresses all your 
concerns be it maintaining the asthetics, adhering to safety 
or fulfilling your love for colors. The floor fixings made from 
high-grade aluminium make sure that the floor and the glass 
structure are well bonded with each other.

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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TRA C50A TRA C50F TRA C50S



When you want to capture the perfect ‘AWE’ moment of your 
guests, TransLine 30 is your bet. An innovative concealed 
system which suppresses the system components for an 
unobstructed view.

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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105,7

Concealed Glass Railing System 30



Beautifying your external fixtures was never so easy. Balconies 
and stairs more often than not bear the brunt of looking 
monotonous. With TransLine 40, its time for a complete 
makeover of your balconies and stairs.

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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Tempered Glass

M16 Steel Plug

*30 mm 15 mm

45 m
m

* The aluminium body dimension 
can be different according to demand.

M16 Steel Pin

Aluminum Part

TL-40/012

Turning Notch

TL-40/010

Fastening Key

Optional Cap

TL-40/011

System Components

Side Mounting Glass Railing System 40
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Huge installations are often considered complex and a safe 
course of action is adopted. This is about to change with 
TransLine 50, the newest model in TransLine series. Huge 
installations can look alluring given you use the correct fixtures. 
TransLine 50 gives you the liberty to use up to 25 mm of safery 
glass.

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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TransLine 60 is such an innovation that it comes with various 
advantages. Be it a balcony or a lobby or a poolside this curved 
product will convert the place to a monument. 

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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On-Floor Glass Railing System (Economic Type) 60



Change the view when toughness means elegance, yes this 
Transline 70 is suitable for 10mm glass that will add value to 
your interiors.

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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On-Floor Glass Railing System 70



A balcony is all about internal and external - internal is when you 
are have a pleasant view of nature and external when it adds 
value to your elevation. This inward leaning glass Transline 80 
Slant is simply amazing with its safety aspect also.

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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slant
On-Floor Glass Railing System 80
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Sophistication speaks out when you see the TransLine 90. It 
gives your interior a superior feel with the safety endorsed by 
the Technoraill quality systems.

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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TLA-D10

TRA-011

TRA-013

TRA BL-012

TRA/014

Detail of Linear Profile application

Detail of piece by piece application

TRA /013

TRA /BL/012

TRA/EC/015

slant
Side Mount Staircase Type Glass Railing System 90



This product from TransLine family addresses comes with the 
joy of a curvature. Curvature designs enhance your indoors 
& outdoors. This series can fitted on-floor, concealed and 
externally with unmatched quality from Technoraill. 

The best solution for external connection types:
• Unlimited view  • Aesthetic design  • Easy cleaning
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Montage Details

Code: TRA B50 001

Code: TRA B50 002

Code: TRA B50 K1

Curved Type Glass Railing System 100



On glass profile for 12 mm
safety glass with gasket inside

On glass profile for 16 mm
safety glass with gasket inside

On glass profile for 20 mm
safety glass with gasket inside

Double Sided Tape

Code: TRA PR-6423/12

Code: TRA 7271/12

Code: TRA 6539/12

Code: TRA 7426/12

Code: TRA 6423

Code: TRA 7271

Code: TRA 6539

Code: TRA -6728/16

Code: TRA 6423/20

Code: TRA 7271/20

Code: TRA PR-6539/20

Code: TRA 6936/20

Double Sided Tape Double Sided Tape

On Glass Profiles
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Spellbound We deal with utmost precision.



Projects
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Perfect Our designs are made with finer details.



Projects
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Magnif icent Our products gives distinct value to your dreams.



Projects
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Grandeur Get the experience of that beautiful moment.



Projects
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Superlat ive We always lead when it comes towards superior designs.







info@technoraill.com   |   +91 99250 36952

www.technoraill.com




